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His home is
disappearing

© WWF-Canon - Sylvia Rubli

All of WWF’s work relies on the committed and
generous gifts from our supporters, for which
we offer you our sincere thanks.
If you have any questions about WWF and our work, please call our
Supporter Relations team during office hours on 1800 032 551, write to us at
GPO Box 528, Sydney NSW 2001 or email enquiries@wwf.org.au

From the CEO …
It was a matter of seconds. And in
that one trembling moment hundreds
of thousands of Chinese people had
lives torn apart as their homes,
their schools and their villages were
reduced to rubble. To know that their
loved ones are buried under that very
rubble is a trauma from which no one
could ever fully recover. Their loss is
incomprehensible.
WWF’s China office has offered what
relief and support we can. It is time
for every organisation, no matter what
their usual focus, to do everything in
their power to assist in this incredible
human disaster.
We also intend to do everything we
can to preserve the Chinese people’s
great, natural love – their pandas. Like
our kangaroo and koala, their pandas
symbolise their natural heritage and
are their environmental gift to the
world.
If you have seen TV footage of the
first group of rescued pandas at play,
you will know what it must mean to
the local people. In an almost mystical
way, it speaks of hope, that there is
recovery.
We will do everything we can to
ensure the pandas’ survival despite the
devastating loss of habitat as a result
of the earthquake.
This situation only serves to remind
us that we are part of a world
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community and our responsibility
must extend beyond our own shores.
In this Living Planet you will read
about the unprecedented destruction
of forests in Sumatra, set to wipe
some of the world’s greatest species
off the face of the earth. We have also
had an inspiring and sobering visit
from Dr Neil Hamilton, an Aussie
scientist who heads up WWF’s work
in the Arctic.
These issues affect us all. We are
citizens of the world and joint
custodians of the planet. What
happens in the Arctic, or Sumatra
directly impacts life here in Australia.
The loss of the giant panda would be a
loss to the entire human race, and we
would be impoverished because of it.
Your support has enabled us to play
our role in the world, not just in our
own country. As you continue to
support WWF, let me assure you that
our commitment remains unabated.
We are your front-line workers for
the preservation of a planet teeming
with the brilliant diversity with which
nature endowed it.
Warmest regards,

Greg Bourne – CEO, WWF-Australia

Panda goes to the ball
Accompanying HRH Prince Albert II
to this year’s prestigious Panda Ball in
Monaco, Charlene Wittstock’s evening
gown displayed a magnificent panda.
The couple are pictured with Mr James
Leape, WWF-International Director
General, and his wife Suki.
The Panda Ball is an annual
fundraising and awareness event for
friends and supporters of WWF’s
conservation work. Little did ball
goers realise that within three weeks
a massive earthquake in the Sichuan
province of China would cast an
enormous shadow over the survival
of the region’s pandas. (See page 3 for
more information).
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China’s earthquake victims
Communities living in and near these
nature reserves have suffered severe
losses of life and livelihood. Plus, there
is still little known of the fate of the
estimated 1,600 wild pandas living in
surrounding areas.
WWF’s office in China is providing
rescue and relief to these people
affected by the earthquake. Once
immediate needs are met, we need
your help to rebuild our projects to
give the giant panda the best chance of
survival.

From WWF’s first conservation
project in China in 1980, we have
worked tirelessly to see panda numbers
increase by 40 per cent to an estimated
1,600 today.
We’ve come so far in less than 30
years – it would be devastating to
lose it all now, in the aftermath of
this natural disaster.
Donate to WWF today and your gift
will be used to:
• Provide more emergency relief and
equipment to panda nature reserves
and local communities.
• Begin the post-disaster impact
assessment to panda nature
reserves, local communities, panda
habitat and ecosystems.

China’s pandas
need your help

• Begin the post-disaster
reconstruction plan for panda nature
reserves and local communities
living within and around them.

Every $1 you give to
WWF can become $4

Your gift of

For every dollar you give to WWF’s
China Panda Appeal, WWF may access
up to $3 from the Australian Agency for
International Development (AusAID).

25
$50
$100
$

can become up to
can become up to
can become up to

$100
$200
$400

– Please make your donation today!
China’s pandas just can’t wait!

Call 1800 032 551 or visit wwf.org.au

WWF can’t thank you enough for your
support. I know you will do what you
can to help us protect the wonderful
black-and-white panda which has
come to stand as both a symbol for
WWF, and a global symbol for the
conservation movement as a whole.
The fastest way for you to make your
gift is to call 1800 032 551 between
9am-5pm Monday to Friday.
Alternatively, you can mail your gift
in the envelope provided with this
issue of Living Planet.
© Bernard DE WETTER / WWF Canon

The massive China earthquake
has had severe impacts on panda
reserves and neighbouring
communities. Over 86 of WWF’s
110 projects in nature reserves have
been affected and halted.

Our promise to you
is that we will write
to you again as soon
as we can, to tell you
how your gift is being
used to rehabilitate
our nature reserve
programs in China.
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Elephants in danger: In recent years, the Riau Province has lost
84% of its elephant population. Only 210 remain in the whole
of the province.

Threatened tigers: In order to survive, endangered Sumatran
tigers need forest cover to live in, enough prey to feed on, large
areas to roam and hunt and protection from local communities.

You can help save Sumatra’s
It is madness. There just is no other word to describe
the merciless destruction of the forests of Sumatra.
It may well be that the local people do not appreciate the
consequence of their land-clearing as they prepare the
way for new palm oil plantations or hack down giant trees
for pulpwood. But there are those who do! WWF has left
governments and industry in no doubt as to the local and
world-wide catastrophe being caused by the decimation of
Sumatra’s forests.
The figures are beyond alarming; they describe complete
environmental insanity. In the last 25 years the Riau Province
has seen 65 per cent of its total forest area disappear. Over
4.2 million hectares have fallen prey to the chain saw, that’s a
forest area two thirds the size of Tasmania.
The local people need income. They need industry. They
need an economic future, but this is not the way to do it.
The effect on wildlife has been devastating. It is
unimaginable that a nation, or the world, can allow some
of the planet’s most majestic species to fade into oblivion.
In the entire province there are now just 192 Sumatran
tigers. That means only one tiger for every 336 square
kilometres of what was once lush rain forest! In numbers
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elephants have fared little better – there are 210 of them
left. However, their longer breeding cycles mean that the
Sumatran elephant is now all but extinct.
Can there be any reason in this twenty-first century why such
vandalism is allowed, even sanctioned, by governments?
Can there be any reason why industry leaders are permitted
to turn a blind eye to such unprecedented destruction while
gazing glowingly at the bottom line of their profit sheets?

Local destruction, global
consequences
It is time for the strongest possible action. It is time for
governments and industry to be called to account, and for the
local people to be shown a better way.
WWF’s experience in neighbouring Papua New Guinea
equips us to begin almost immediately to shape a
strategic plan for working with local people, industry and
governments in Indonesia. However it will come at a cost,
and for that we need the urgent and passionate commitment
of our supporters.

Every gift you make to WWF funds conservation solutions.
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Orang-utans at risk: Orang-utans spend nearly their whole lives in
the trees. The rampant deforestation of the Riau Province is having a
catastrophic effect on their ability to survive.

Global impact: The peat deposits under the Sumatran forests contain
30 times more carbon than the forests above them. As the forests
disappear that subterranean carbon is released into the atmosphere.

forests - for all our sakes
This destruction must be
stopped – how you can help
WWF-Australia needs your help to speak out against the
destruction of forests in places like the Riau Province.
A donation from you will help us:

Work with government

Work with consumers
• Raise awareness of the issues of palm oil production and
ensure that everyone has the information they need to
make informed choices about the products they buy.
• If we act now we can save tropical rainforests under threat
– in Indonesia and around the world.

• Persuade the Indonesian authorities to stop allowing the
building of new palm oil plantations in natural forest
areas.

You can support our work in
Sumatra by immediately:

• Work with governments globally to ensure that forestry
targets are included as part of the next stage of the Kyoto
agreement.

• calling 1800 032 551 to make
a donation

Work with the private sector

• by logging on to wwf.org.au, or

• Persuade Indonesian companies not to build new palm oil
plantations on natural forest.

• by mailing your gift to
GPO Box 528, Sydney, NSW 2001.

• Encourage companies involved in the trade of palm oil all
over the world only to use sustainable sources and to be
transparent about the origins of their raw materials.

Together, we can make a
change – before it’s too late!

Call 1800 032 551 or visit wwf.org.au
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Bottom trawling for shrimp is still permitted in over half of the
Marine Park. The resulting catch of untargeted fish places incredible
pressure on the Reef’s biodiversity.

Reef waters turning toxic
When tourists first encounter the
Great Barrier Reef by air they are
awestruck. Were they to fly the
whole length of it they would cover
2,300 kilometres; they would fly over
2,900 reefs and 940 islands and cays.
What they would not see from the air
are the 1,500 fish species, 175 bird
species and 30 marine mammals. Nor
would they appreciate that they are
seeing not one, but 359 types of coral,
4,000 species of moluscs, 500 species
of seaweed, and six species of turtle.
There is just no single adjective to
describe this magnificent gift of
nature. Over one and a half times the
size of Tasmania, it is not just part
of our natural heritage, it is part of

our economy. It contributes over $5.3
billion to our economy and sustains
over 63,000 jobs.
So why would anyone decide to
destroy it? Well, no one has, but
carelessness and neglect are amounting
to the same thing.
Old farm practices waste pesticides
and fertilisers by applying too much
too often. And, too many cattle
stocked on fragile soils, leave our
extensive rangelands bare and
vulnerable to erosion.
Scientists estimate that these practices
cause 14 million tonnes of pesticides,
mud and fertilisers to wash onto the
reef each year. As a result, the reef is
dying – measurably, demonstrably.

Prevention is possible. It is a matter of
targeting the main causes, primarily
land clearing and poor farming methods.
Without drastic action to improve the
management of the coastal and nearinland agricultural land, 700 reefs will
continue to be polluted each year.
Nick Heath, WWF Program LeaderWater, grew up on the reef and has
seen first hand the degradation caused
by years of harmful farming practices.
Last year, Nick and the WWF team
worked with farm leaders and the land
care movement to convince Prime
Minister Kevin Rudd and his advisors
to invest $200 million to clean up reef
waters, protect our tourism industry
and help Australian farmers keep their
top soil and chemicals on-farm where
they can do the most good.

Your support has enabled us to pressure the Australian government
into declaring 9.9 million hectares of the Reef as a protected area.
You are helping to save this world heritage site.
6|

Sign up for WWFs free monthly email newsletter.
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Goals

for WWF’s
Great Barrier
Reef program
Creating more
marine sanctuaries
Maintaining and
expanding a well funded,
enforced and monitored
network of marine
sanctuaries throughout
the Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park.

Reducing legal
and illegal fishing
Reduce fishing to
safeguard the Reef’s
biodiversity.

Improving
water quality
Mud, pesticides and coral don’t mix. Scientists calculate that 14 million tonnes
wash over the reef annually causing irreparable damage.
This new commitment by the Rudd
government is another milestone for
WWF’s reef campaign, in addition
to the 9.9 million hectares of the reef
that WWF pressured the Australian
government to declare a marine
protected area.
These are significant wins that you as
a WWF supporter can proudly claim
to have helped secure but we are still
only at the beginning of what needs to
be done. The risk of further pollution
is extreme with tree clearing for largescale farm expansion sitting at around
80,000 hectares annually.
When the big North Queensland floods
come each summer, monsoonal

Visit futuremakers.org.au

run-off picks up excess farm chemicals
and exposed topsoil and sends them
as a toxic plume onto what should be a
pristine Great Barrier Reef.
Time is running out for one of the
world’s great natural icons. This year
and next, WWF will lead the process
to further clean up existing and prevent
the expansion of new unsustainable
farm practices.
WWF campaigns along the reef have
already secured marine protected areas
and saved threatened turtles. Now it is
time for effective action to be taken to
reduce land-based sources of sediment,
nutrient and pesticide pollution further
damaging the pristine wonderland.

Immediate action to
reduce land-based
sources of sediment,
nutrient and pesticide
pollution.

Combating
global warming
To ensure that the impact
of global warming on
the Reef is included in
government plans.

You can keep up-to-date on
the future of our Reef. Visit
wwf.org.au/information
and click on the Great Barrier
Reef link.
LIVING PLANET WINTER 08
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The Arctic:

key regulator of the
climate of the world
Goals

for WWF’s
Arctic project
• Co-operative international
governance to protect
regional ecosystems.
• Ban on energy and
mineral exploitation in
sensitive areas.
• Ban on extraction of
methane hydrates.
• Illegal and unregulated
fishing replaced by
properly managed
fisheries.
• Shipping confined to
designated sea lanes.
• Implementation of
conservation measures
to protect vulnerable
Arctic species.
8|

A WWF Panda Passport is your online licence to campaign for the
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The number of polar bear populations in decline increased fivefold in the five years
2001 to 2006, indicating that the whole of the Arctic is under immense stress.
Climate change in the planet’s
far north is a serious matter. The
Arctic region has a profound effect
on worldwide weather patterns and
sea levels.
Bigger than the whole of Asia and
Russia put together, what happens in
the Arctic affects countries across the
entire globe, especially those with
low-lying coastal regions, such as
Bangladesh.

female polar bears lose between 10
and 20 kilos of body weight. As the
ice recedes they become trapped on
land and cannot feed. The effect on
the mortality rates among the young is
disastrous. We are beginning to see a
catastrophic cycle of destruction.
‘Beyond climate change the three
immediate threats are illegal fishing,
shipping, and oil and gas. Get rid of
those threats, and there is a little more
resilience in the system to survive.

An Australian scientist, Dr Neil
Hamilton, is the Director of the WWF
‘With regard to fishing, we have had a
International Arctic Program. Why
fantastic win for the Arctic and for the
would an Australian choose to work at
world. We have reduced illegal fishing
the complete opposite
in the Barents Sea
end of the planet?
If the Arctic is in
by 40 per cent in one
‘I chose the Arctic peril, our planet is in year.’
because of what is peril. What happens
That is an immense
happening there. This
achievement when you
is the one place on there happens to the
consider the figures.
earth where there is planet, and indicates
Illegal fishing is worth
absolutely no doubt
our future.
10 billion euros a year.
about the effects of
As a WWF supporter
climate change. And, I am angry about
you
have
enabled
our Arctic team to
what we are doing to the Arctic, and
work with governments and the fishing
consequently to the world.’
industry to achieve this monumental
However, Neil does not see it is a lost
success.
cause - yet. ‘But, we can do something.
‘But of the three, the toughest to deal
In fact, we can do a lot fairly easily. It
with will be oil. It is a gold rush!
really is still possible if we act now.’
Twenty five per cent of the world’s
The Arctic is like the barometer of the
remaining oil supplies are in the Arctic
world on this issue, and the figures are
region and companies are moving oil
staggering. ‘Take just one indicator’,
rigs from all over the world into the
says Neil. ‘In May we were melting
Arctic. This simply cannot be allowed
6,000 square kilometres more per
to go unchallenged.’
day than in April. The ramifications
of that one indicator are incredibly
The day we interviewed Neil, WWF
far reaching. Less ice, less reflected
saw another win for the Arctic. On
sunlight. Less reflected sunlight, more
May 15th the US listed the polar bear
heating of the land masses and oceans.
as an endangered species specifically
‘Arctic wildlife cannot cope. For every
week that the thaw comes earlier

environment.

because of the perceived effects of
climate change.

Sign up at passport.panda.org

Over the past four years,
the WWF Canon

Polar Bear Tracker

has followed polar bears
in the Arctic using satellite
technology. Find the
bears and follow their
path by visiting WWF’s
international website
panda.org and click
onto: Where we work/
North America/Arctic.

‘It is somewhat ironic,’ said Neil,
‘Because that same government is still
not really committed to doing anything
much about climate change as an issue.
However, the recognition of the polar
bear as endangered is a very positive
step forward. Their best scientists are
acknowledging that the polar bear is
directly affected by climate change.
I think that will lead to other action.’
As a WWF supporter you have been
able to have a direct impact the future of
our planet. Sometimes the task seems so
large, but, fuelled by recent successes,
Neil’s optimism remains high.
‘What drives me is that we can still
act. There is still time – not much - but
there is still some.’

Increase your Arctic
awareness! You can find
out more about WWF’s
Arctic work by visiting
www.panda.org and
typing in ‘Arctic’.
LIVING PLANET WINTER 08
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A three degree increase in global temperatures will cause a dramatic increase in the number and
intensity of bushfires, causing irreparable damage to our Australian forests.

Goals

for WWF’s
climate change
program
• Best practice energy
efficiency in residential,
commercial, industrial,
agricultural and government
sectors.
• Emissions trading scheme
operational in 2010.
• Best practice vehicle
emission standards.
• End to the construction
of new coal-fired power
stations unless they are
accompanied by carbon
capture and storage at
commissioning (CCS).
• A renewable energy
target of 25% of electricity
generated by 2030 (later
altered to 20% by 2020).
• National emissions target:
emissions to peak and have
fallen by 2010.
• National emissions target:
emissions to have fallen
20-30% by 2020.
• National emissions target:
emissions to have fallen
60-80% below 1990 levels
by 2050.
• Ratify the Kyoto Protocol.
• Lead in the next stage
of the Kyoto international
negotiations.
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Change is in the air
Priorities for a Living Australia set out
WWF’s key policy proposals to tackle
dangerous climate change for the new
Australian Government. While there
are still some serious black spots in the
table of progress, it is both positive and
encouraging to see that change is in the air.
The Rudd Government has recognised
that, left unchecked, the current pattern
of climate change will spell disaster
for our nation, and for the planet. Their
response, while still far from complete,
is sufficient at this stage to suggest
that Australia may yet take the hard
decisions needed to solve our own
climate change issues, and thereby
give leadership to the world.

Since 2007
Paul Toni, WWF’s Program Leader
on Development and Sustainability
has been examining the government’s
reactions to WWF’s policy proposals
so far. His findings give cause for
measured optimism.
In both the industrial and residential
sectors the government has taken steps
to greatly improve current practises.
In residential, $500 million has been
allocated to schools to retrofit solar
panels and water tanks. The same
policy has extended to householders and
even to renters with the allocation of
$300 and $150 million respectively.

Our emissions trading scheme is set to be
in place and in force by the end of 2009
reflecting a high level of commitment and
urgency. This is likely to have a knock-on
effect in preventing the construction of
non-CCS (carbon capture and storage)
equipped coal fired power stations.
WWF had wanted national emissions
to peak and to have fallen by 2010.
This is still possible, but does not
look likely. On the positive side, the
government has set renewable energy
targets of 20 per cent by 2020. In the
longer term our national target is for
emissions to fall 60-80 per cent below
1990 levels by 2050.

Australia can
take the lead
‘Australia’s carbon footprint is higher per
capita than any developed nation - we have
resource intensive industries, we have a
large agricultural sector, we depend upon
coal, said Paul Toni. However, if we accept
the challenge and the interim pain, we have
the basis on which to take the lead among
developed nations.’

Measure your footprint
Go to wwf.org.au to take the test and
measure your own ecological footprint
using the Footprint Calculator.
Find out how you are impacting
the planet.

Leave a gift in your Will to WWF and help secure a future for
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The Kimberley

unique, magnificent, threatened
To cruise the Kimberley’s myriad islands
- gliding across coral reefs, watching
dugongs graze on seagrass meadows and
rare turtles hatch on remote beaches
- is to begin to appreciate its globallyimportant natural heritage.
Indigenous guides open up whole new
ways of understanding the Kimberley’s
culture, itself of global significance, as
majestic landscapes, surreal colours, and
the scale and layered complexity blend to
seduce visitors.
Warm tropical waters are a nursery
for humpback whales to safely give
birth before they track along the West
Australian coast to Antarctica whilst
vast, food-rich tidal flats fatten countless
migratory birds preparing to fly north.
However, the Kimberley is threatened
on many fronts, including overfishing,
invasion by cane toads and weeds,

our planet.

and changing fire patterns. Added to
these chronic threats is the prospect of
uncontrolled industrial development from
huge gas and mining projects.
WWF has been at the forefront of resisting
plans to process gas on Scott Reef (a
coral atoll) and has called for multiple gas
facilities to be co-located in a ‘hub,’ if a
suitable site is found between Karratha
and Darwin.
WWF has been working to put
conservation planning ahead of
development decisions, to protect places
of high natural and cultural value. We
convened the largest workshop of its
kind where scientists and tourism experts
mapped the main natural features of the
Kimberley-north Pilbara coast. (You can
go behind-the-scenes and witness what
happened by following the Kimberley tabs
on our website.)

Email enquiries@wwf.org.au

We have strong foundations in the region
through our work with Aboriginal leaders
to improve conservation outcomes. Many
Kimberley Indigenous communities face
serious social disadvantage and there is a
hunger for a better future. Whether largescale resource development should be part
of the answer is being hotly debated within
the Kimberley, and beyond.
WWF has been influencing the global
resources industry, and governments, and
is in close dialogue with the Kimberley
tourism industry to help find solutions to
these challenges.
There is enormous pressure for decisions
about development to be made soon
but WWF is determined that they
be guided by scientific conservation
planning alongside Aboriginal traditional
knowledge, and open debate. The
Kimberley deserves nothing less.
LIVING PLANET WINTER 08
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WWF Panda Store
This winter, why not adopt some of
WWF’s international species.
You can help WWF-Australia make an even greater
difference for vulnerable species around the world.
Wildlife adoptions are unique and meaningful gifts for
any occasion, and for friends and family of all ages.
Give the gift that makes a difference by symbolically
adopting a threatened species for someone you love,
and help support WWF’s conservation efforts to save
wildlife at risk and their habitats.

Winter Adoption Offers
This winter, you can adopt a:
• Panda
• Polar bear
• Tiger
• Turtle

For each adoption the recipient will receive a colourful
and educational adoption kit that includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Adorable, high-quality plush toy
Reusable gift bag
Personalised adoption certificate
Letter identifying you as the gift giver
Report detailing the work you will be supporting.

ADOPT A POLAR BEAR

ADOPT A PANDA

Fact:
Fewer than 25,000 polar bears
remain in the wild and some
populations, such as Canada’s
western Hudson Bay, are facing
extinction in this century.

Fact:
Giant pandas are one of the
world’s most threatened species
– as few as 1,600 remain in the
wild and face continual threats
to their survival.

ADOPT A TIGER

ADOPT A TURTLE

Fact:
The tiger is one of the most
threatened species on Earth. It is
estimated that as few as 5,000 –
7,000 tigers remain in the wild.

Fact:
About 250,000 loggerhead
and leatherback sea turtles are
accidentally caught and killed
each year in fishing gear.

How you can order:
1. Visit WWF’s on-line shop at wwf.org.au
2. Call our Supporter Relations team on 1800 032 551 between 9am – 5pm Monday to Friday.
3. Complete the enclosed WWF Adoption order form and post back to WWF in the envelope provided.

